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Abstract
Extreme multi-label classification refers to supervised multi-
label learning involving hundreds of thousands or even mil-
lions of labels. Datasets in extreme classification exhibit fit
to power-law distribution, i.e. a large fraction of labels have
very few positive instances in the data distribution. Most
state-of-the-art approaches for extreme multi-label classifi-
cation attempt to capture correlation among labels by embed-
ding the label matrix to a low-dimensional linear sub-space.
However, in the presence of power-law distributed extremely
large and diverse label spaces, structural assumptions such as
low rank can be easily violated.
In this work, we present DiSMEC, which is a large-
scale distributed framework for learning one-versus-rest lin-
ear classifiers coupled with explicit capacity control to con-
trol model size. Unlike most state-of-the-art methods, DiS-
MEC does not make any low rank assumptions on the la-
bel matrix. Using double layer of parallelization, DiSMEC
can learn classifiers for datasets consisting hundreds of thou-
sands labels within few hours. The explicit capacity control
mechanism filters out spurious parameters which keep the
model compact in size, without losing prediction accuracy.
We conduct extensive empirical evaluation on publicly avail-
able real-world datasets consisting upto 670,000 labels. We
compare DiSMEC with recent state-of-the-art approaches,
including - SLEEC which is a leading approach for learning
sparse local embeddings, and FastXML which is a tree-based
approach optimizing ranking based loss function. On some
of the datasets, DiSMEC can significantly boost prediction
accuracies - 10% better compared to SLECC and 15% better
compared to FastXML, in absolute terms.
1 Introduction
With the emergence of big data, large-scale classification
problems have gained considerable momentum in recent
years. In this respect, supervised learning with a large
target label set has attracted attention of machine learn-
ing researchers and practitioners. Datasets consisting of
hundreds of thousand possible labels are common in vari-
ous domains such as product categorization for e-commerce
[18, 24, 5, 1], large-scale classification of images [10, 16]
and text [12, 20].
In this work, we focus on Extreme multi-label classifica-
tion (XMC), which refers to multi-label classification where
the label set has dimensionality of the order of hundreds of
thousands or even millions. The goal in XMC is to learn a
classifier which can annotate an unseen instance with a rele-
vant subset of labels from the extremely large set of all possi-
ble labels. For instance, all Wikipedia pages are tagged with
a small set of relevant labels which are chosen from a large
set consisting of more than a million possible tags in the col-
lection. XMC framework can be employed to build a clas-
sifier which can automatically label hundreds of new pages
generated in Wikipedia everyday. Similarly, in image anno-
tation tasks, one might want to build a classifier which can
automatically tag individuals appearing in a photo from the
set of all possible people tags in the repository. Furthermore,
the framework of XMC can leveraged to effectively address
machine learning problems arising in web-scale data mining,
such as recommendation systems, ranking and bid phrase
suggestion for Ad-landing pages [1, 21]. Learning from a
user’s buying patterns or browsing patterns in the past, this
framework can be used to recommend a small subset of rel-
evant items or personalized search results from an extremely
large set of all possible items or search results. The growing
significance of XMC to tackle large-scale machine learning
problems in web-scale data mining is further highlighted by
dedicated workshops in premier machine learning and data
mining conferences (cf. workshops on extreme classification
at NIPS 2013–20151 and WSDM 20142).
Classical machine learning methods cannot be trivially
applied to the computational and statistical challenges aris-
ing in extreme multi-label classification. From the com-
putational viewpoint, in addition to millions of labels, one
1
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/manik/events/xc13/
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/manik/events/xc14/
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/manik/events/xc15/
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http://lshtc.iit.demokritos.gr/WSDM_WS
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(a) Amazon-670K dataset (b) Wikipedia-31K dataset
Figure 1: Power-law distribution for two datasets (a) Amazon-670K, (b)Wikipedia-31K from the extreme classification
repository. Out of 670,000 labels in the Amazon-670K, only 100,000 have more than 5 training instances. Similar
phenomena is observed for other datasets also.
needs to deal with millions of training instances which live
in high-dimensional feature spaces. A direct application of
off-the-shelf solvers such as Liblinear requires several weeks
of training and problems of storing data and model in the
main memory during training. Even if one could success-
fully learn the classifiers, the resulting models have size of
the order of hundreds of GBs or sometimes a few TBs, which
becomes impossible to load to make any meaningful predic-
tions in an efficient manner.
An important characteristic of the datasets in the XMC
setting is that the distribution of training instances among
labels exhibits fit to power-law distribution. This implies that
a large fraction of labels have very few training instances
assigned to them. For Amazon-670K and Wikipedia-31K
datasets, used in our experiments, which consist of 670,000
and 31,000 labels respectively, the distribution of training
instance among labels is shown in Figure 1. Formally, let
Nr denote the size of the r-th ranked label, when ranked in
decreasing order of number of training instances that belong
to that label, then :
(1.1) Nr = N1r−β
where N1 represents the size of the 1-st ranked label and
β > 0 denotes the exponent of the power law distribution.
For instance, as shown in Figure 1a, only 100,000 out of
670,000 labels have more than 5 training instances that
belong to them. From a statistical viewpoint, when a
significant fraction of labels are tail labels, it becomes hard
for machine learning algorithms to learn good classifiers
with very little data. The role of fat-tailed distributions in
multi-class settings and hierarchical classification has also
been discussed in the recent works [3, 4, 2].
The XMC framework, even though quite promising in
addressing practical challenges in web-scale data mining
such as tagging, recommendation systems and ranking, still
needs to tackle the computational, storage, and statistical
challenges for its successful application. In recent years,
various approaches have been proposed to address them,
which can be broadly divided into embedding-based and
tree-based methods. Both these types of approaches aim to
reduce the effective space of labels in order to control the
complexity of the learning problem.
1.1 Label-embedding approaches Label-embedding ap-
proaches assume that the label matrix has effectively low
rank and hence project it to a low-dimensional linear sub-
space. These approaches have been at the fore-front in multi-
label classification for small scale problems which consist of
few hundred labels [6, 14, 9, 25, 7, 33, 8, 26, 17]. In addition
to being able to capture the label correlation, these methods
also exhibit strong generalization guarantees.
In XMC setting which consists of a diverse power-
law distributed label space, the crucial assumption made
by the embedding-based approaches of a low rank label
space breaks down [29, 6]. Under this condition, global
embedding based approaches leads to high prediction error.
Furthermore, these approaches can be slow for training and
prediction in the XMC scenarios consisting of hundreds of
thousand labels.
In order to overcome these limitations, recently pro-
posed SLEEC (Sparse Local Embedding for Extreme Clas-
sification [6]), first clusters the data into smaller regions. It
then performs local embeddings of label vectors by preserv-
ing distances to nearest label vectors which are learnt using
a k-nearest neighbor classifier. Label matrix compression
is then achieved by learning non-linear embeddings instead
of linear mappings as in previous approaches. Since clus-
tering can be potentially unstable in extremely high dimen-
sional spaces, an ensemble of SLEEC learners is employed
to achieve good prediction accuracy. Despite its limited suc-
cess, SLEEC has the following shortcomings : (i) firstly, in
the presence of tail labels where the low rank assumption
is violated, it is unclear to what extent the locally low rank
assumption made by SLEEC is valid, (ii) secondly, as men-
tioned by the authors, the clustering step for achieving scal-
ability to large training data sizes is an approximation and
potentially unstable in high dimensions, (iii) thirdly, SLEEC
obtains a local-minima while solving the non-convex rank
constraint embedding problem, and hence the solution can be
highly sub-optimal, and (iv) finally, SLEEC has eight hyper-
parameters many of which are set arbitrarily such as - num-
ber of SLEEC learners in the ensemble are set to 5,10 or 15;
number of clusters set to b(# training points/6000)c; number
of nearest neighbors which is set to 100 for large datasets and
50 for small datasets.
1.2 Tree-based approaches Tree-based approaches are
aimed towards faster prediction which can be achieved by
recursively dividing the space of labels or features. Due to
the cascading effect, the prediction error made at a top-level
cannot be corrected at lower levels. As a result, these meth-
ods have much lower prediction accuracy. Typically, such
techniques trade-off prediction accuracy for logarithmic pre-
diction speed which might be desired in some applications.
FastXML is a state-of-the art classifier in extreme multi-
label classification, which optimizes an nDCG based ranking
loss function [21]. It recursively partitions the feature space
instead of the label space and uses the observation that only
small number of labels are active in each region of feature
space. Partitioning of the label space for achieving sub-linear
ranking has been proposed in LPSR method which uses Gini
index as a measure of performance [27]. This is not suited
for XMC scenarios where it is more important to predict a
small set of relevant labels than predicting a large number of
non-relevant ones.
1.3 Naive one-vs-rest approaches One-vs-rest method,
learns a weight vector for each label to distinguish that label
from the rest. In recent studies [6, 21, 30], this technique has
been ignored mainly due to the following reasons:
• Training Complexity - Training one-vs-rest algorithms
for XMC problems involving hundreds of thousand
labels using off-the-shelf solvers such as Liblinear
can be computationally and memory intensive. For
WikiLSHTC-325K dataset which consists of 325,000
labels, an adhoc application of Liblinear can take 96
days to train (Table 2 in [30]).
• Model size and prediction speed - It has also been
observed in recent studies that models learnt for XMC
datasets can be extremely large. For WikiLSHTC-325K
dataset, the model learnt by using `2 regularization in
a linear SVM can have a size 870 GB (Table 2 in
[30]). Furthermore, large model sizes lead to latency in
prediction while evaluating the dot products of weight
vectors of individual labels against the test instance.
1.4 Our Contributions The above mentioned concerns
about the scalability of one-vs-rest method for XMC prob-
lems are primarily due to the direct usage of off-the-shelf
solvers. In this work, we attempt to dispel the above no-
tions by re-visiting the one-vs-rest paradigm in the con-
text of XMC. We present a distributed learning mechanism,
DiSMEC - Distributed Sparse Machines for Extreme Multi-
label Classification. DiSMEC can easily scale upto hundreds
of thousands labels, provides significant improvements over
state-of-the-art prediction accuracies, learns compact models
and performs real-time prediction. Concretely, our contribu-
tions are the following:
1. Doubly parallel training - DiSMEC employs a double
layer of parallelization, and by exploiting as many cores
as available, it can gain significant training speedup
over SLEEC and other state-of-the-art methods. On
WikiLSHTC-325K, our method can learn the model in
6 hours on 400 cores, unlike single layer of paralleliza-
tion [30].
2. Prediction performance - In addition to computational
benefits, DiSMEC achieves significant improvement in
prediction performance on public benchmark datasets.
On three out of seven datasets, DiSMEC achieves 10%
improvement in precision and nDCG measures over
SLEEC and 15% improvement over FastXML in abso-
lute terms. Both SLEEC and FastXML are state-of-the-
art approaches which have been employed in industrial
production systems for bid-phrase recommendation and
web advertising.
3. Model size and prediction speed- By explicitly inducing
sparsity via pruning of spurious weights, models learnt
by DiSMEC can have upto three orders of magnitude
smaller size. For WikiLSHTC-325K, DiSMEC model
size is 3 GB as compared to 870 GB [30]. Furthermore,
SLEEC’s model takes 10 GB for learning an ensem-
ble of 15 learners, and still under-performs compared
to DiSMEC by 10%. Compact models learnt by DiS-
MEC coupled with distributed storage of learnt models
further results in faster prediction through parallel eval-
uation of prediction step.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first
attempt for scaling up the well-known one-vs-rest paradigm
for extreme multi-label classification problems.
2 Proposed Method
Let the training data, given by T = {(x1, y1) . . . (xN , yN )}
consist of input feature vectors xi ∈ X ⊆ RD and respective
output vectors yi ∈ Y ⊆ {0, 1}L such that yij = 1 iff the j-
th label belongs to the training instance xi. The training data
can be equivalently re-written in the format T = {X,Y},
where X ∈ RN×D, such that the i-th row of X consists of the
i-th input vector, i.e., Xi,: = xTi . Similarly, Y ∈ {0, 1}N×L,
such that i-th row of Y consists of the i-th label vector, i.e.,
Yi,: = yTi .
In XMC setting, the training set size N , the feature
set dimensionality D and the label set size L are extremely
large. Concretely, we deal with datasets in which N varies
from 104 to 106, D varies from 105 to 106, and L varies
from 104 to 105. Furthermore, both the feature vectors and
the label vectors are sparse i.e., only very few features and
labels would be active for each input output pair (xi, yi). The
goal in XMC setting is to learn a multi-label classifier in the
form of a vector-valued output function f : RD 7→ {0, 1}L.
For high-dimensional datasets, such as those encountered in
XMC settings, linear classifiers are more efficient to train
and have been shown to perform competitive to non-linear
methods [32]. The desired linear function f is therefore
parametrized by L weight vectors (w1 . . .wL), which are
learnt from the training data. For prediction of a test instance
x, the inner product is evaluated for all the weight vectors,
and top ranked labels are predicted. It has been shown that
the above formal setup for XMC can be applied to address
the problems such as recommending items to users based on
their profile and suggestion of bid phrase to advertizers for
Ad-landing pages [1].
We propose to employ the binary one-vs-rest framework
for learning the weight vector, w`, corresponding to each
label ` [22]. To learn w`, we require input data in the format
Tl = {X, sl}, where sl ∈ {+1,−1}N represents the vector
of signs depending on whether yi` = 1 or not. Using the
training data Tl, learning the linear separator w` can then
be achieved by solving the following optimization problem
which uses squared-hinge loss and l2-regularization:
(2.2) min
w`
[
||w`||22 + C
N∑
i=1
(max(0, 1− s`iwT` xi))2
]
where C is the parameter to control the trade-off be-
tween empirical error and the model complexity, and s`i =
+1 if yi` = 1, and − 1 otherwise .
For large scale problems, the above optimization prob-
lem is solved in the primal using trust region Newton method
which requires the gradient and Hessian [11]. The gradient
of the objective function in Eq. 2 is given by
w` + 2CXTI,:(XI,:w` − slI )
where I is an index set of instances given by {i|1 −
sliwTl xi > 0}. The objective in Eq. 2 is not twice differen-
tiable, and generalized Hessian is used which in closed form
is given by
I + 2CXTI,:DI,IXI,:
where I is an identity matrix and DI,I is a diagonal matrix,
both of dimensionality |I|×|I|. Solving the above optimiza-
tion problem for a few hundred labels can be achieved by
using Liblinear, but scaling them to XMC scenarios involv-
ing hundreds of thousands labels is a non-trivial task. Direct
usage of one-vs-rest for achieving parallel training can only
use 32 or 64 cores (or more if available) on a single machine
or node. Clearly, this is not sufficient for learning millions of
weight vectors as in XMC. In order to tackle this issue, we
develop DiSMEC which has two key components, (i) Double
layer of parallelization which enables learning thousands of
w` in parallel and hence obtain significant speed-up for train-
ing in such scenarios, and, (ii) Model sparsity by restricting
ambiguity to control the growth in model sizes without sac-
rificing prediction accuracy. These are explained in detail in
the sections below.
2.1 Double Layer of Parallelization We implement a
two-layer parallelization architecture such that on the top
level, labels are separated into batches of say 1,000, which
are then sent to separate nodes each of which consists of 32
or 64 cores depending on cluster hardware. On each node,
parallel training of a batch of 1,000 labels is performed using
openMP. For a total of L labels, it leads to B = b L1000c + 1
batches of labels. For instance, if one has access to M nodes
each with 32 cores, then effectively 32 ×M labels can be
trained in parallel. In our cluster, we had access to 32 such
nodes, and approximately 1,000 labels could be trained in
parallel. Consequently, for WikiLSHTC-325K dataset, the
computational problem boils down to solving 325 sequential
binary problems of the form given in Equation 2. Using
fast linear solvers such as Liblinear, a single binary problem
consisting of approximately 1.5 million training instances in
an approximately 1.5 million sparse feature vector space,
can be solved in less than one minute. As a result, the
model for entire WikiLSHTC-325K dataset could be trained
in approximately 3 hours on 1,000 cores. Using the same
architecture, the model could be learnt in approximately 15
minutes on the Wikipedia-31K dataset consisting of 31,000
labels. Note that the above architecture is flexible based on
the number of cores available per node and number of total
nodes that are available on the cluster hardware.
In addition to scalable and parallel training, learning
models in batches of labels has another advantage - the
resulting weight matrices are stored as individual blocks,
each consisting of weight vectors for the number of labels
in the batch, e.g., 1000 in our case. As we will describe
later, these block matrices can be exploited for distributed
(a) Distribution of weights before pruning (b) Distribution of weights after pruning
Figure 2: Histogram plot depicting the distribution of learnt weights for Wikipedia-31K dataset (a) before pruning, and (b)
after pruning (step 7 in Algorithm 1). The shaded area in (b) consists of only 4% of the weights as against 96% ambiguous
weights in the region in the neighborhood of 0 which are removed after the pruning step leading to drastic reduction in
model size.
prediction to achieve real-time prediction which is close to
the performance of tree-based architecture such as FastXML.
The proposed DiSMEC learning framework is described in
the algorithmic format in Algorithm 1.
For efficient implementation, we avoid the need to
replicate the input dataX for individual binary problem. This
is done by creating data-structures such that X is loaded in
the main memory and shared to avoid any replication across
Tl, and only the sign vectors sl are maintained for individual
labels. A naive data replication approach which stores the
input data X separately for each binary problem cannot scale
to large-scale scenarios encountered in XMC.
2.2 Model sparsity via restricted ambiguity The method
in the previous section solves the computational challenge
of learning hundreds of thousand weight vectors, but still
the models can aggregate upto 1 TB for large datasets
such as WikiLSHTC-325K. This is due to the use of `2-
regularization which squares the weight values encourages
the presence of small weight values in the neighborhood of
0. For the purpose of easier visualization, the distribution
for the 3 Billion weights learnt for Wikipedia-31K dataset
is shown in Figure 2a. It shows that a large fraction of
these weights lie close to 0 (Y-axis is shown as a power
of 10). In fact, approximately 96% of the weights lie in
the interval [−0.01, 0.01]. Similarly, for WikiLSHTC-325K
dataset consisting of approximately 450 Billion (325, 000×
1, 500, 000) weights, around 99.5% weights lie in the inter-
val [−0.01, 0.01]. Storing all 450 Billion weights leads to
model sizes of 870 GB as reported in the recent work [30].
Let W∆ = {Wd,`, |Wd,`| < ∆, 1 ≤ d ≤ D, 1 ≤
` ≤ L}. For small values of ∆, the weights values in
W∆, (i) represent the ambiguous weights which carry very
Algorithm 1 DiSMEC - Distributed Sparse Machines for
Extreme Classification
Input: Training data T = {(x1, y1) . . . (xn, yn)}, input
dimensionality D, label set {1 . . . L}, B = b L1000c + 1
and ∆
Output: Learnt matrix WD,L in sparse format
1: Load single copy of input vectors X = {x1 . . . xn} in the
main memory . Refactor data without replication
2: Load binary sign vectors sl = {+1,−1}ni=1 separately
for each label in the main memory
3: for {b = 0; b < B; b+ +} do . 1st parallelization
4: #pragma omp parallel for private(`) . 2nd
parallelization
5: for {l = b× 1000; l ≤ (b+ 1)× 1000; l + +} do
6: Using (X, sl), train weight vector w` on a single
core
7: Prune ambiguous weights in w` . Model
reduction
8: end for
9: return WD,1000 . Learnt matrix for a batch on one
node
10: end for
11: return WD,L . Learnt matrix from all the nodes
little discriminative information of distinguishing one label
against another, (ii) incur for large fraction of entries in
the learnt matrix W (96% for Wikipdia-31K, and 99.5%
for WikiLSHTC-325K) (iii) occupy enormous disk-space
rendering the learnt model useless for prediction purposes.
In principle, ∆ can be thought of as an ambiguity control
hyper-parameter of our DiSMEC algorithm. It controls the
Dataset # Training # Test # Categories # Features
APpL ALpP
Amazon-13K 1,186,239 306,782 13,330 203,882 448.5 5.04
Amazon-14K 4,398,050 1,099,725 14,588 597,540 1330.1 3.53
Wikipedia-31K 14,146 6,616 30,938 101,938 8.5 18.6
Delicious-200K 196,606 100,095 205,443 1,123,497 72.3 75.5
WikiLSHTC-325K 1,778,351 587,084 325,056 1,617,899 17.4 3.2
Wikipedia-500K 1,813,391 783,743 501,070 2,381,304 24.7 4.7
Amazon-670K 490,499 153,025 670,091 135909 3.9 5.4
Table 1: Multi-label datasets taken from the Extreme Classification Repository. APpL and ALpP represent average points per label and average labels
per point respectively.
trade-off between model size and prediction speed on one
hand, and reproducing the exact `2-regularized model on the
other hand. However, in practice, we fixed ∆ = 0.01, and it
was observed to yield good performance.
We therefore propose to set weights in W∆ to 0 instead
of storing them in the final model. For Wikipedia-31K
dataset, the distribution weights after pruning with ∆ =
0.01 (shown in Figure 2b) leads to reduction in model size
from 30GB to 500MB. For WikiLSHTC-325K datasets, by
setting ∆ = 0.01, the final model could be stored in 3GB
instead of 870GB, which is around 3 orders of magnitude
reduction. It is also important to note that sparse models
can also be achieved by using `1-regularization but leads
to under-fitting and worse prediction performance compared
to using `2 regularization followed by the pruning step,
which is also verified in our experiments. This pruning of
weights can also be seen as learning the existence of only
meaningful connections in two layered shallow network.
Recently, compact model size has generated considerable
interest in deep learning community on learning compact
neural networks for embedded systems, low power devices
and smartphones [13, 23].
2.2.1 Impact on prediction speed and accuracy The
drastic reduction in model size by pruning spurious weights
enables easier access to models for making fast predictions.
The models for batches of labels (computed in step 9 of Al-
gorithm 1) W1D,1000 . . .W
B
D,1000 can be stored in distributed
manner, which can invoked in parallel for computing the in-
ner product for predicting a test instance in an online manner.
The compact models coupled with distributed computations
enable the application of DiSMEC framework making real-
time predictions in XMC tasks such as recommendation sys-
tems and personalized search.
The pruning step with ∆ = 0.01 has no adverse
impact on prediction accuracy of the DiSMEC compared
∆ = 0. This is because most the pruned weights are
ambiguous weights in the neighborhood of 0, and have no
significant discriminative power in distinguishing one label
from another. As a result, we obtain significant reduction in
model size without any sacrifice in terms of generalization
error.
3 Experimental evaluation
3.1 Dataset description We present elaborate results on
publicly available datasets from the Extreme Classification
repository 3. These datasets are curated from sources such as
Wikipedia, Amazon and Delicious [19, 18, 28]. Wikipedia
pages have labels tagged at the bottom of every page, Ama-
zon is a product to product recommendation dataset, and De-
licious is a dataset from social bookmarking domain.
The number of labels for the datasets used in our em-
pirical evaluation vary from 13,330 to 670,091. The number
of training points and features also range upto 4.3 million
and 2.3 million respectively. The detailed statistics for in-
dividual datasets are shown in Table 1. The split between
train and test set are kept exactly the same as given on XML
repository page. The datasets appear in the sparse LibSVM
format with labels mapped as positive integers. Furthermore,
no side or additional information from any external sources
was added to gain any advantage.
3.2 Evaluation Metrics We use precision at k, denoted
P@k, and normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain, de-
noted nDCG@k as the metrics for comparison. These are
commonly used metrics in extreme classification, and have
been reported by most state-of-the-art methods, and bench-
marked in the extreme classification repository[1, 6, 21, 29].
For a label space of dimensionality L, a true label vector
y ∈ {0, 1}L and predicted label vector yˆ ∈ RL, the metrics
are defined as follows :
• P@k :=∑l∈rankk(yˆ) yl
• nDCG@k := 1k
∑
l∈rankk(yˆ)
yl
log(l+1)
where nDCG@k := DCG@k∑min(k,||y||0)
l=1
1
log(l+1)
, rankk(y) returns
the k largest indices of y ranked in descending order, and
||y||0 returns the 0-norm of the true-label vector. Note that,
3http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/
manik/downloads/XC/XMLRepository.html
Dataset Proposed approach Embedding based approaches Tree based approaches Sparsity inducing approaches
DiSMEC SLEEC LEML RobustXML Fast-XML LPSR-NB PLT PD-Sparse L1-SVM
Amazon-13K
P@1 93.4 90.4 78.2 88.4 92.9 75.1 91.4 91.1 91.8
P@3 79.1 75.8 65.4 74.6 77.5 60.2 75.8 76.4 77.8
P@5 64.1 61.3 55.7 60.6 62.5 57.3 61.0 63.0.8 62.9
Amazon-14K
P@1 91.0 80.3 75.2 83.2 90.3 74.2 86.4 88.4 88.2
P@3 70.3 67.2 62.5 66.4 70.1 55.7 65.2 68.1 67.6
P@5 55.9 50.6 40.8 52.3 55.4 44.3 50.7 50.5 51.2
Wikipedia-31K
P@1 85.2 85.5 73.5 85.5 82.5 72.7 84.3 73.8 83.2
P@3 74.6 73.6 62.3 74.0 66.6 58.5 72.3 60.9 72.1
P@5 65.9 63.1 54.3 63.8 56.7 49.4 62.7 50.4 63.7
Delicious-200k
P@1 45.5 47.0 40.3 45.0 42.8 18.6 45.3 41.2 42.1
P@3 38.7 41.6 37.7 40.0 38.7 15.4 38.9 35.3 34.8
P@5 35.5 38.8 36.6 38.0 36.3 14.0 35.8 31.2 30.4
WikiLSHTC-325K
P@1 64.4 55.5 19.8 53.5 49.3 27.4 45.6 58.2 60.6
P@3 42.5 33.8 11.4 31.8 32.7 16.4 29.1 36.3 38.6
P@5 31.5 24.0 8.4 29.9 24.0 12.0 21.9 28.7 28.5
Wiki-500K
P@1 70.2 48.2 41.3 - 54.1 38.2 51.5 - 65.3
P@3 50.6 29.4 30.1 - 35.5 29.3 35.7 - 46.1
P@5 39.7 21.2 19.8 - 26.2 18.7 27.7 - 35.3
Amazon-670K
P@1 44.7 35.0 8.1 31.0 33.3 28.6 36.6 - 39.8
P@3 39.7 31.2 6.8 28.0 29.3 24.9 32.1 - 34.3
P@5 36.1 28.5 6.0 24.0 26.1 22.3 28.8 - 30.1
Table 2: Comparison of Precision@k for k=1,3 and 5, the entries marked - denote instances when the method could not
scale to that particular dataset
unlike P@k, nDCG@k takes into account the ranking of the
correctly predicted labels. For instance, if there is only one
of the five labels that is correctly predicted, then P@5 gives
the same score if the correctly predicted label is at rank 1 or
rank 5. On the other hand, nDCG@5 gives it a higher score
if it predicted at rank 1, and the lowest non-zero score if it is
predicted at rank 5.
It may be noted that standard performance measure for
multi-label classification such as Hamming loss, Micro-F1
and Macro-F1 are not wuite suited for XMC setting because
of the following reasons, Firstly, (i) in most real world XMC
applications such as document tagging and recommendation
systems, k slots are available for making prediction and it is
more important to make relevant predictions for these top k
slots, rather attempting to predict all the labels, which may
be much more than k, and secondly (ii) in XMC settings,
no expert can verify the entire label set for each training
or test instance. As a result, there could be many missing
labels per instance. In such scenarios, measures such as
Hamming loss or Micro-F1 and Macro F1 may not reflect
the true underlying performance.
3.3 Methods for comparison DiSMEC was implemented
in C++ on 64-bit Linux system over Liblinear package using
openMP for parallelization. The code will be publicly
available shortly. We compare DiSMEC as proposed in
Algorithm 1 against eight baselines, some of which are state-
of-the-art methods deployed in industrial settings. These are
listed below:
• Embedding-based methods which project the label ma-
trix into a low-dimensional sub-space :
1. SLEEC [6] - This is the state-of-the-art approach
for learning sparse local embeddings in extreme
classification.
2. LEML [31]- This method proposes a global em-
bedding of the label space, and may not be suit-
able when there exists a large fraction of tail labels
when the low dimension assumption is violated.
3. RobustXML [29] - This approach also makes
a low-dimensional embedding approach but as-
sumes the tail labels to be outliers and treats them
separately in the overall optimization problem.
• Tree-based methods are designed for faster prediction
by cutting the search space of the potential labels. Since
wrong predictions at top level cannot be recovered,
these methods typically trade-off prediction accuracy
with prediction speed.
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Figure 3: nDCG@k for k=1, 3 and 5
1. Fast-XML [21] - This is a tree-based method
which performs partitioning in the feature space
for faster prediction. The objective function di-
rectly optimizes an nDCG based ranking loss
function.
2. LPSR-NB [27] - This method learns a hierarchy
of labels in addition to learning the classifier for
the entire label set. Since computational cost
for both the steps can be extremely high in the
XMC scenarios, it was only possible to train
Naive Bayes classifier as the base classifier in the
ensemble.
3. PLT [15] - In this recently proposed approach, the
goal is to maximize F-measure, which is achieved
by using Expected Utility Maximization frame-
work by tuning a threshold for label probability
estimates to separate the positive labels from the
negative ones.
• Other baselines
1. L1-SVM [11] - In this method, `1-regularization is
used along with binary one-vs-rest loss. Though
it gives much sparser solutions, but its models
typically underfit the data leading to degradation
in prediction accuracy.
2. PD-Sparse [30] - This is a very recently
proposed approach which uses `1 regularization
along with multi-class loss instead of binary one-
vs-rest loss. As a result, it needs to store the inter-
mediary weight vectors during optimization, and
hence did not scale to large datasets.
We do not compare explicitly against the random forest
approach as proposed in [1], as it has already been shown
that SLECC and FastXML perform better than the random
forest classifier. For DiSMEC, the hyper-parameter C was
set on a validation set which was extracted from the training
set, and ∆ was set to 0.01 for all the datasets. For all other
approaches, hyper-parameters were set as suggested in the
software, or were set to default values due to limitations of
dataset or computational resources. For instance, the number
of learners in SLEEC for Wikipedia-500K dataset was set to
5 instead of 10 for the computation to finish within few days.
4 Results
4.1 Prediction Accuracy The results for precision@k for
k=1,3, and 5 and nDCG@k for k=1,3, and 5 are shown in
Table 2 and Figure 3 respectively. In the interest of space,
the nDCG results are shown only for four datasets. It is clear
that DiSMEC can out-perform state-of-the-art baselines on
most datasets. For Amazon-670K, WikiLSHTC-325K, and
Wiki-500K datasets, the improvements in precision@k over
SLEEC are of the order of 10% points in absolute terms.
On a relative scale, the gains achieved by DiSMEC are in
the range of 20-to-25% points over these methods. For
these datasets, since the label set is extremely large and
diverse, exhibits a power-law phenomena, and there are
very few labels per instance, this suggests that the label
correlations and (local) low-rank are virtually non-existent
in these datasets. Strong improvements gained by a scalable
one-vs-rest scheme DiSMEC, over the embedding based
methods, confirms this intuition further.
On the other hand, since Delicious-200k dataset has
a relatively larger average number of labels per training
instance (shown in last column of Table 1). It is likely that
this leads to much stronger label correlations in this dataset
compared to the other datasets, and hence embedding-based
methods such as SLEEC can perform slightly better than
DiSMEC.
As compared to FastXML, which is a leading tree-based
approach, the gains in precision@k and nDCG@k are even
substantial, of the order of 15% for larger datasets. The
tree-based methods which partition the label space or feature
space compensate prediction accuracy for better prediction
speed. DiSMEC performs model training in batches of labels
and it also stores the models in a distributed manner. These
can be evaluated in parallel when doing prediction to achieve
real-time speed and performance competitive to tree-based
methods.
DiSMEC framework which uses l2-regularized SVM
can also be used employed for l1-regularization. In that case,
one does not need to perform the explicit sparsity step (step 7
in Algorithm 1) since the learning algorithm itself performs
strong feature selection. For Wikipedia-31K datasets, the
distribution of weights for l1-regularization is shown in
Figure 4a. Due to the very few non-zero features, the
resulting model underfits the data and gives lower prediction
performance compared to l2-regularization. The advantage
of this approach is that it can get even smaller models than
the models learnt by default DiSMEC algorithm and still
be competitive. PD-Sparse which performs uses multi-class
loss instead of binary one-vs-rest loss performs at par with
L1-SVM for smaller datasets. However, it could not be
scaled to the large datasets due to main memory constraints.
4.2 Model Size The proposed DiSMEC framework con-
trols the model size by filtering out the billions of spuri-
ous parameters stored by ad-hoc usage of the off-the-shelf
solvers. By weeding out these ambiguous parameters (step 7
in Algorithm 1), one can obtain model sizes which are three
orders of magnitude smaller. In fact, for WikiLSHTC-325K
dataset, the learnt model is 3GB instead of 870GB mentioned
in the recent work ([30] Table 2). For the model size fixed
at 3GB model size, SLEEC which aggregates an ensemble
of learners gives only 52% accuracy for precision@1 com-
pared to only one learner of DiSMEC which gives 64.4%.
This shows that model pruning for storing only meaning-
ful information in the compact final model is a crucial part
of DiSMEC learning framework in order to make mean-
ingful predictions. The impact of ∆ on the model size for
WikiLSHTC-325 dataset, is also studied later.
(a) Distribution of weights for l1-regularization
Figure 4: Histogram plot depicting the distribution of
learnt weights for Wikipedia-31K dataset by using l1-
regularization
4.3 Training and prediction Complexities The double
layer of parallelization in DiSMEC framework enables flex-
ible access to computing units available to the algorithm. It
can reduce the training time from several weeks (as men-
tioned in [30] Table 1 which use sequential training pro-
vided by off-the-shelf solvers) to within few hours of training
time on datasets consisting hundreds of thousand labels. For
Wikipedia-31K, DiSMEC trained in approximately 10 min-
utes on 300 cores. For WikiLSHTC-325K, DISMEC took
approximately 6 hours on 400 cores and 3 hours on 1,000
cores. Furthermore, the architecture is very flexible and
can exploit as many free cores as are available, potentially
equalling the number of number of labels. On other hand,
PD-Sparse which multi-class loss, cannot be inherently par-
allelized and required hundreds of GBs of main memory
while training and 2 days of training.
The batch training of models (step 3, Algorithm 1) in the
parallel learning architecture of DiSMEC enables distributed
storage of models. As a result, the vector-matrix product
for the new test instance can be in parallel for the B block
matrices corresponding to each batch (step 9, Algorithm 1).
Furthermore, due to sparsity both in the input test instance
and the learnt model from the sparsity inducing step, the
dot product can be evaluated extremely efficiently. For
WikiLSHTC-325K, DiSMEC took 3 milliseconds per test
instance which is thrice as fast as SLEEC, 1,000 times faster
than LEML and also comparable to tree-based methods
such as FastXML which takes 0.5 milliseconds per test
instance. This prediction speed achieved by the distributed
prediction mechanism in DiSMEC is therefore well suited
for making real-time applications of extreme classification
(a) Variation in precision@k (b) Variation in model size
Figure 5: Impact of ∆ on precision@k and model size for WikiLSHTC-325K dataset
in recommendation systems and ranking.
4.4 Impact of ∆ The hyper-parameter ∆ > 0 in DiS-
MEC controls the trade-off between model size and predic-
tion accuracy. For WikiLSHTC-325K dataset, the impact of
variation of ∆ on precision@k and model size is shown in
Figure 5. Setting ∆ = 0 gives back the original model with-
out the explicit sparsity induced in Step 7 of Algorithm 1.
Setting ∆ > 0 away from 0 gives sparser models since more
of the weights in the learnt matrix are pruned. On the other
hand, this leads to reduction in prediction accuracies com-
pared to ∆ = 0.01. The model could not be tested for the set-
ting ∆ = 0 due to extremely large size. For smaller datasets,
it was observed that changing from ∆ = 0 to ∆ = 0.01
has no significant impact on prediction accuracy. For some
cases, there was a marginal improvement in accuracy and
for some others there was a marginal decline. The parame-
ter ∆ essentially tunes the model behavior between the two
extremes of l2 and l1 regularization.
5 Conclusion and Future work
In this work, we presented DiSMEC learning framework
for extreme multi-label learning. By employing the doubly
parallelized architecture and explicit model sparsity induc-
tion, we showed that a careful implementation of one-vs-
rest mechanism can result in drastic improvements in predic-
tion accuracies over state-of-the-art industrial machine learn-
ing systems. Furthermore, the proposed method can easily
scale for problems involving hundreds of thousand labels,
and the compact models learnt can be used for real-time
applications of extreme classification such as recommenda-
tion systems and ranking. The avenues for future work in-
clude, (i) focussing on performance of classifier on the cov-
erage of tail labels which are normally under-represented in
the training set, (ii) formalize the notion of degree correla-
tion among labels, and using this to design a criterion to
choose between embedding-based methods and one-vs-rest
approaches and (iii) studying the impact of power-law expo-
nent on the choice of methods.
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